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Abstract. The temperature measurements of the rotational

Raman lidar of the University of Hohenheim (UHOH RRL)

during the High Definition of Clouds and Precipitation for

advancing Climate Prediction (HD(CP)2) Observation Pro-

totype Experiment (HOPE) in April and May 2013 are dis-

cussed. The lidar consists of a frequency-tripled Nd:YAG

laser at 355 nm with 10 W average power at 50 Hz, a two-

mirror scanner, a 40 cm receiving telescope, and a highly ef-

ficient polychromator with cascading interference filters for

separating four signals: the elastic backscatter signal, two

rotational Raman signals with different temperature depen-

dence, and the vibrational Raman signal of water vapor. The

main measurement variable of the UHOH RRL is temper-

ature. For the HOPE campaign, the lidar receiver was op-

timized for high and low background levels, with a novel

switch for the passband of the second rotational Raman chan-

nel. The instrument delivers atmospheric profiles of water

vapor mixing ratio as well as particle backscatter coefficient

and particle extinction coefficient as further products. As ex-

amples for the measurement performance, measurements of

the temperature gradient and water vapor mixing ratio re-

vealing the development of the atmospheric boundary layer

within 25 h are presented. As expected from simulations, a

reduction of the measurement uncertainty of 70 % during

nighttime was achieved with the new low-background set-

ting. A two-mirror scanner allows for measurements in dif-

ferent directions. When pointing the scanner to low elevation,

measurements close to the ground become possible which

are otherwise impossible due to the non-total overlap of laser

beam and receiving telescope field of view in the near range.

An example of a low-level temperature measurement is pre-

sented which resolves the temperature gradient at the top of

the stable nighttime boundary layer 100 m above the ground.

1 Introduction

In recent years, different techniques for measuring the at-

mospheric temperature profile with lidar have been devel-

oped, namely the rotational Raman technique, the integration

technique (using elastic and Raman signals), and the reso-

nance fluorescence technique, as well as the high-spectral-

resolution lidar (HSRL) technique and differential absorp-

tion lidar (DIAL) (see Behrendt, 2005, for an overview). For

daytime measurements in the troposphere, rotational Raman

lidar (RRL) is presently the most reliable technique. Its capa-

bilities in providing temperature profiles with high temporal

and spatial resolution and low systematic and noise errors

during night- and daytime even within aerosol layers and

thin clouds are superior so far to all other techniques, par-

ticularly where measurements from the surface to the lower

troposphere are concerned (Behrendt and Reichardt, 2000;

Behrendt et al., 2002, 2004; Di Girolamo et al., 2004; Arshi-

nov et al., 2005; Radlach et al., 2008).

Most rotational Raman systems operate at wavelengths of

532 or 355 nm, the second and third harmonic wavelengths

of Nd:YAG lasers. UV systems are able to perform day-

time measurements with lower uncertainties due to the higher

backscatter cross section and less solar background (Zeyn et

al., 1996; Behrendt, 2005). The rotational Raman lidars of
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NASA’s Goddard Space Flight Center (Di Girolamo et al.,

2004), of the University of Hohenheim (UHOH; Radlach et

al., 2008), of the University of Basilicata (Di Girolamo et al.,

2009), of Xi’an University (Mao et al., 2009), and of Hamp-

ton University (Su et al., 2013) all operate in the UV with

interference-filter polychromators. Rotational Raman lidars

at 532 nm show lower performance during daytime but reach

a larger range at night than an UV system due to the higher

laser power available at 532 nm compared to 355 nm, higher

efficiency in signal separation, and lower atmospheric ex-

tinction. Some of the systems at 532 nm are also based on

interference filters (Behrendt and Reichardt, 2000; Behrendt

et al., 2002, 2004; Achtert et al., 2013), and some employ

double-grating polychromators (Balin et al., 2004; Arshinov

et al., 2005).

Daytime temperature measurements are the main focus of

the RRL of UHOH. But besides temperature, also the particle

backscatter coefficient and the particle extinction coefficient

can be measured independently. Furthermore, the system was

extended recently with a water vapor Raman channel. For

water vapor measurements, two different lidar techniques are

available: the DIAL technique and the Raman lidar tech-

nique. While water vapor Raman lidar uses the vibrational

Raman backscatter signals of water vapor (e.g., Melfi et al.,

1969; Whiteman et al., 1992; Turner and Goldsmith, 1999;

Leblanc and McDermid, 2008), the DIAL technique (Schot-

land, 1974; Wulfmeyer and Bösenberg, 1998; Behrendt et

al., 2009; Wagner et al., 2013) relies on the different absorp-

tion of water vapor at two nearby wavelengths. In contrast

to water vapor (WV) DIAL, whose self-calibrating property

leads to a high accuracy of the measurements (Bhawar et al.,

2011), a water vapor Raman lidar has to be calibrated and

shows also lower performance during daytime. However, the

laser transmitter is less complex, and, if a certain lidar system

already contains rotational Raman channels, only one more

detection channel is needed to derive in addition the water va-

por mixing ratio (Behrendt et al., 2002). Thus it was decided

to extend the UHOH RRL with a water vapor channel. Fur-

thermore, this capability permits relative humidity measure-

ments, which are, e.g., useful for aerosol (Wulfmeyer and

Feingold, 2000) and convection initiation studies (Behrendt

et al., 2011; Corsmeier et al., 2011). In parallel to the RRL,

the UHOH has developed also a water vapor DIAL (Wagner

et al., 2013), from which recent measurements are presented

in Muppa et al. (2014).

Within the High Definition of Clouds and Precipitation

for advancing Climate Prediction (HD(CP)2) project, a new

model for high-resolution weather forecasts will be devel-

oped (Stevens and Bony, 2013) and other model systems

will be tested (Schwitalla and Wulfmeyer, 2014). To ver-

ify the model, high-resolution data sets are required. The

HD(CP)2 Observation Prototype Experiment (HOPE), which

provides such a data set, took place during April and May

2013 in the area around the Research Center Jülich in north-

west Germany. The area already had an existing infrastruc-

ture of dense standard meteorological instrumentation.

Both systems of UHOH were operated together in the

HOPE field campaign and thus provided a synergetic

data set of thermodynamic properties of the atmosphere.

The lidars were located at one supersite (50◦53′50.55′′ N,

6◦27′50.27′′ E, 110 m above sea level) close to the village

of Hambach together with the KITcube, an instrument suite

of the Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT) (Kalthoff et

al., 2013). The site was on a hillside and elevated above the

surroundings by 10 to 15 m. The RRL and the WV DIAL of

UHOH were collocated with a Doppler lidar from KIT to ac-

quire a complete data set of temperature, water vapor content,

and vertical wind for the determination of fluxes of sensible

and latent heat (e.g., Behrendt et al., 2011). It was also the

launch site for radiosoundings.

The purpose of this paper is to introduce the measurement

performance of the UHOH RRL during HOPE and present

highlights of the measurements. One highlight was the appli-

cation of a novel switch for low- and high-background RRL.

During the 18 intensive observation periods more than 200 h

of measurements were collected. Measurements took place

in the time between sunrise and sunset and were stopped in

the case of rain or continuing dense cloud cover. In addi-

tion there were two night-long measurements. On one day,

RHI (range–height indicator) scans were performed. During

one day and one night, the lidar was pointed at a low eleva-

tion above the ground. Water vapor measurement started at

the beginning of May; therefore only 100 h of water vapor

data is available. Case studies using the combination of data

from the instrument set – and also from the other two super-

sites – are in preparation and will be presented later based on

the results shown here.

The main research interest of our institute is land–surface–

atmosphere feedback, which requires measurements of land–

surface exchange, the surface layer, the atmospheric bound-

ary layer, and the lower free troposphere. For investigating

not only mean profiles or mean three-dimensional fields but

also the turbulent features of the convective boundary layer,

instruments providing data with high temporal and spatial

resolution in conditions of high-background light are needed.

The rotational Raman lidar of UHOH was optimized for such

conditions. A new technical feature, which was implemented

during the HOPE campaign, was a switch to optimize the

performance of the temperature measurements for low- and

high-background conditions. Detailed simulations were per-

formed which showed that it is favorable to use another pair

of filter center wavelengths in low-background conditions

compared to cases with high solar background. The change

between the settings can be made in a few minutes. Thus,

it was possible to switch easily between the settings and ac-

quire continuous time periods of data which included such

changes.

This paper is structured as follows: in Sect. 2 the new setup

of the UHOH RRL is explained. Also the simulations for two
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Figure 1. Rotational Raman spectrum of atmospheric nitrogen and

oxygen for an excitation wavelength λ0 of 354.83 nm and for two

temperatures (250 and 300 K). Transmission curves of the interfer-

ence filters are shown for comparison. Although the Stokes lines

(λ>λ0) are more intense, anti-Stokes lines (λ<λ0) are used by us

to avoid possible measurement errors due to fluorescence (Immler

et al. 2005). For IF3, the filter positions for both the low- and high-

background settings are shown (L and H, respectively).

Figure 2. Simulated signal intensities for the filter configurations

shown in Fig. 1: rotational Raman signal intensities for the H and L

setting and corresponding ratios Q= PRR2/PRR1.

settings for the second rotational Raman channel are pre-

sented. Section 3 discusses the experimental results of the

new system. Section 4 gives a short summary.

2 Methods and performance simulations

2.1 Methods

The rotational Raman lidar of UHOH makes use of the ro-

tational Raman technique for deriving atmospheric temper-

ature profiles (Cooney, 1972). Two parts of the rotational

Raman spectrum of air with different temperature depen-

dency are acquired (see Fig. 1). By taking the ratio of the

two signals (Fig. 2) and calibrating it, the temperature is ob-

tained without further assumptions about the state of the at-

mosphere. Figure 2 shows how the rotational Raman signals

PRR1 and PRR2 depend on the temperature. For PRR2 there

are the two settings shown in Fig. 1 with different central

wavelengths CWL2: one for low-background (L) and one

for high-background (H) conditions. The setting L results in

a lower signal intensity in the second Raman channel. Also

the ratio Q between PRR2 and PRR1 is lower and has a dif-

ferent slope than the one for the H setting. There are several

formulas in use for the calibration (Behrendt and Reichardt,

2000; Behrendt, 2005). For temperature measurements up to

a few kilometers altitude, the following equation can be used:

Q(T )= exp

(
a−

b

T

)
, (1)

where Q is the ratio between the background-corrected sig-

nals in the Raman channels RR2 and RR1, and a and b are

calibration constants. This equation is exact for the ratio of

two single rotational Raman lines. If several rotational Ra-

man lines are extracted by the two channels, more compli-

cated equations with more constants are needed when tem-

perature measurements are made over a larger range of tem-

peratures (Behrendt and Reichardt, 2000; Behrendt, 2005).

This is not the purpose here, so this equation can still be used

and results in a high accuracy of the inversion. Therefore the

atmospheric temperature can be derived fromQ by rearrang-

ing Eq. (1) to

T =
b

a− ln(Q)
. (2)

The statistical error of the temperature measurements can be

determined from the signal intensities of the photon-counting

data and applying Poisson statistics. For a signal with count

number s, the 1σ statistical error is

1s =
√
s. (3)

This results in a noise error for the temperature 1T

(Behrendt et al., 2002) of

1T =
∂T

∂Q
Q

√
PRR1+PB1

P 2
RR1

+
PRR2+PB2

P 2
RR2

. (4)

PRR1 is the background-corrected signal in the first Raman

channel, PB1 the background in this channel, and PRR2 and

PB2 are the same for the second Raman channel. This equa-

tion is valid if 1PB is 0, which is a valid approximation if

the background is calculated from a high number of bins.

One can see from Eq. (4) that the error 1T scales with

1T ∼
1

√
P tAη

, (5)
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Figure 3. Setup of the rotational Raman lidar of the University of

Hohenheim. LM stands for laser mirror, and the wavelengths are

separated by a Pellin–Broca prism. Whereas 532 and 1064 nm are

sent to a beam dump (BD), 355 nm is expanded by a beam expander

(BE) and sent to the atmosphere through the beam steering unit

(BSU). Angles in the polychromator are enlarged for clarity. IF0

is a daylight oppressing filter (see Table 1 for details). IF1 to IF4

are the interference filters, BS is a beam splitter to separate the vi-

brational Raman lines from the elastic backscattered and rotational

Raman signal. In front of the elastic channel a neutral density filter

(ND) is mounted. Photomultipliers are marked with PMT.

where P is the laser power, t the integration time, A the tele-

scope area, and η the overall detection efficiency.

The statistical error1TGrad of a temperature gradient mea-

surements is then

1TGrad =

√
21T

1r
, (6)

with1r being the range interval over which the gradient was

calculated.

The two rotational Raman signals can also be used to form

a temperature-independent reference signal PRR for the de-

termination of the particle backscatter coefficient, the par-

ticle extinction coefficient, or the water vapor mixing ratio

(Behrendt et al., 2002, 2004).

The water vapor mixing ratio (MR) at a distance r is cal-

culated with

MR(r)= C ·
PWV (r)

PRR(r)
0(r), (7)

where C is a calibration constant, and PWV and PRR are the

background-corrected signals of the vibrational Raman line

of water vapor and the rotational Raman lines of nitrogen

and oxygen, respectively (Whiteman et al., 1992; Sherlock et

al., 1999). 0(r) is a correction for the different atmospheric

extinction 0 at the two wavelengths λRR and λH2O:

0(r)=
exp

[
−
∫ r
r0
α
(
λRR, r

′
)

dr ′
]

exp
[
−
∫ r
r0
α
(
λH2O, r ′

)
dr ′
] . (8)

To determine the calibration constant C, a collocated ra-

diosounding can be used. It was found that a correction for

the different extinction coefficients of the two wavelengths is

negligible for ranges of up to a few kilometers because the

difference is less than 0.1 % up to 3 km.

The statistical error of the water vapor measurements can

be calculated with Poisson statistics, and one gets

1MR= C
PWV

PRR

√
PWV+PBWV

P 2
WV

+
PRR+PBRR

P 2
RR

. (9)

While the error analysis based on Poisson statistics deter-

mines the so-called shot noise errors, the total statistical er-

ror can be estimated with an analysis of the turbulent fluc-

tuations in the atmosphere (Lenschow et al., 2000). For this,

data with high temporal resolution are needed in order to re-

solve the timescale of these fluctuations. The method based

on the analysis of the autocovariance function was developed

in Senff et al. (1994) and Wulfmeyer (1999a, b) and summa-

rized in Lenschow et al. (2000). Recently, this technique was

applied to WV DIAL (e.g., Muppa et al., 2014) and Doppler

lidar data (Lenschow et al., 2012), elastic backscatter lidar

data (Pal et al., 2010), and water vapor Raman lidar data

(Wulfmeyer et al., 2010; Turner et al., 2014a, b). Recently

it was applied for the first time to temperature lidar data

by using measurements of the UHOH RRL during HOPE

(Behrendt et al., 2014). The comparison between the errors

derived with Poisson statistics and turbulence analysis con-

firms that the total statistical error is mainly due to photon

shot noise.

2.2 Current setup

The rotational Raman lidar of UHOH aims at measurements

in the atmospheric boundary layer and lower free tropo-

sphere during daytime. A scheme of the setup is shown in

Fig. 3. As a laser source, an injection-seeded frequency-

tripled Nd:YAG laser (Spectra Physics GCR290-50) is used.

Only the third harmonic radiation at 354.83 nm is transmitted

into the atmosphere. The human eye is less sensitive to UV

wavelengths than to wavelengths in the visible spectrum, and

therefore eye safety is achieved at even smaller distances for

UV lidars than for lidars using, e.g., the second harmonic ra-

diation of a Nd:YAG laser. In consequence, the first and sec-

ond harmonics are separated in the transmitter from the third

using a Pellin–Broca prism and directed into beam dumps.

The separation by a prism is preferable to a beam splitter due

Atmos. Chem. Phys., 15, 2867–2881, 2015 www.atmos-chem-phys.net/15/2867/2015/
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Table 1. Parameter of interference filters. AOI: angle of incidence; CWL: central wavelength; FHWM: full width at half maximum.

IF0 IF1 IF2a IF2b IF3 IF4

AOI, deg 0 4.8 6.0 6.0 4.8/6.2 3.9

CWL, nm 355 354.8 354.15 354.15 353.30/353.05 407.7

FWHM 8.5 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.5 0.3

Peak transmission 0.56 0.62 0.53 0.65 0.52 0.75

Refl. at 354.8 nm < 0.1

Transm. at 354.8 nm 0.56 0.62 < 1× 10−3 < 1× 10−3 < 1× 10−6 < 1× 10−7

to the fact that the wavelengths are separated spatially, and

definitely no radiation at the other wavelengths remains in

the outgoing light. The transmitted power in the UV is around

10 W at a repetition rate of 50 Hz. The beam is expanded by

a factor of 6.5 to prevent damage on the transmitting optics

and to achieve eye safety in less than 400 m distance (taking

also hotspots in the beam profile into account). The expanded

beam is directed via three mirrors (10 cm diameter) onto the

first mirror of the beam steering unit. Together with a sec-

ond mirror, this setup enables us to direct the beam to any

azimuth and elevation angle of interest. The whole system is

mounted on a mobile platform which can be moved to differ-

ent measurement sites for field campaigns.

The receiving telescope is of the Ritchey–Chrétien–

Cassegrain type. Its primary mirror has a diameter of 40 cm.

To reduce the daylight background, the focused signal passes

a pinhole with selectable diameter. The diameter was set to

3 mm during the HOPE campaign, which results in a full field

of view of 0.75 mrad. After passing this field stop, the light

is parallelized with a lens and then split by a dichroic beam

splitter: while light with wavelengths shorter than 375 nm is

transmitted into the main receiver unit, longer wavelengths

are reflected. The vibrational-rotational Raman signal of wa-

ter vapor excited by 354.83 nm is shifted by wavenumbers

around 3657.05 cm−1 (e.g., Avila et al., 2004) from the exci-

tation wavelength and is thus around 407.7 nm and obtained

from the light reflected by the beam splitter. The transmis-

sion efficiency of the beam splitter is 0.93 for 355 nm and

0.02 for 408 nm. Reflectivity at 408 nm is above 0.95.

The signal transmitted by the beam splitter passes

a daylight-reducing filter IF0 (Eureca, peak transmission of

0.56) and enters the main part of the receiver for the detec-

tion of the elastic and rotational Raman signals, which are se-

quentially mounted (Behrendt and Reichardt, 2000; Behrendt

et al., 2002, 2004; Radlach et al., 2008). In front of the first

rotational Raman channel, two identical interference filters

IF2a and IF2b are used to achieve sufficient suppression of

the elastic signal. In Table 1 all filter parameters are listed.

The first filter pair has a transmission of 0.34 for 354.15 nm

and 10−6 for 354.83 nm. The passbands have a full width at

half maximum of 0.3 nm. The filter for extracting the second

rotational Raman signal can be toggled between two distinct

angles to optimize the performance of temperature measure-

ments during conditions of high and low background (see be-

low). For the time being, the change of setting has to be done

manually, but the angles are fixed by a pivot tooth. IF3 has

a peak transmission of 0.52 and is 0.5 nm wide. The angles

of incidence are 6◦ for the interference filters IF2a and b, and

4.8 and 6.2◦ for the second interference filter for the high-

and low-background setting, respectively. The beam diver-

gence in the polychromator is 0.45◦ as determined by exper-

imentally validated ray tracing calculations. All narrowband

interference filters were manufactured by Materion, Barr Pre-

cision Optics & Thin Film Coating. As photomultiplier for

the rotational Raman signals, a Hamamatsu R1924P is used.

The elastic channel is equipped with a neutral density filter

(transmission of 0.2) to prevent saturation of the photomul-

tiplier (Hamamatsu R7400-U02) in the presence of optically

thick clouds in the near range.

In the branch of the water vapor channel, an interference

filter (IF4) transmits the desired wavelength range; for details

see Table 1. The total suppression has an efficiency better

than 10−8 for 355 nm and 10−6 for other wavelengths. The

signal is focused on a photomultiplier (Hamamatsu R1924P)

for detection.

Presently, two data acquisition systems are used for the

four lidar signals. First, there is a transient recorder (LICEL

GmbH, Berlin) with three acquisition channels. Each pho-

tomultiplier signal is recorded in analog mode with 3.75 m

range resolution and in photon-counting mode with range

resolutions of 3.75 and 37.5 m (see Table 2). The measure-

ment data shown here were all derived with the analog data.

In standard operation, backscatter signals of 500 shots are

averaged to get a profile with 10 s integration time. At the

beginning of the HOPE campaign, the elastic signal and the

two Raman channels were recorded with this system. From

early May on, the water vapor detection channel signal was

implemented and its signal was recorded with the LICEL

data acquisition instead of the elastic signal. The strong elas-

tic signal was then stored with a transient recorder system

(Compuscope 14100 card of GaGe Applied Inc.) with reso-

lutions of 3 m and 1 s, albeit only in analog mode.

The data analysis contains the following steps. First, the

photon-counting data are corrected for photomultiplier dead-

time effects. A dead time of 4.8 ns was determined by com-

paring the analog with the photon-counting signal and used

www.atmos-chem-phys.net/15/2867/2015/ Atmos. Chem. Phys., 15, 2867–2881, 2015
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Table 2. Signal raw resolution.

Raw data Temporal resolution Spatial resolution Recording mode

Elastic signal 10 s 3.75 m Analog+ photon-counting

10 s 37.5 m Photon-counting

1 s 3 m Analog

Rotational Raman 1 10 s 3.75 m Analog+ photon-counting

10 s 37.5 m Photon-counting

Rotational Raman 2 10 s 3.75 m Analog+ photon-counting

10 s 37.5 m Photon-counting

Vibrational water vapor 10 s 3.75 m Analog+ photon-counting

Figure 4. Diagram of the data products. Level 0 data are the

background-corrected rotational Raman signals (yellow), the vibra-

tional Raman signal of water vapor (blue), and the elastic backscat-

ter signal (red). A temperature-independent reference signal PRR is

obtained from the temperature-dependent rotational Raman signals.

Level 1 data products are temperature T , water vapor mixing ratio

MR, particle backscatter coefficient β, and particle extinction coef-

ficient α. Higher-level products derived from level 1 data: potential

temperature θ , gradient of temperature and potential temperature,

higher moments of turbulent temperature fluctuations T ′, relative

humidity, buoyancy, CAPE, and CIN. For deriving the sensible heat

flux, profiles of the vertical wind w, e.g., from a Doppler lidar, are

used.

for the correction. It has to be noted that the dead time

not only is influenced by the photomultiplier alone but also

depends on the data acquisition system. Then, the signals

are background-corrected and smoothed in range and time

with gliding average lengths that depend on the noise con-

ditions and application. For example, for turbulence analysis

(Behrendt et al., 2014) high temporal resolution of 10 s is

needed, while for studies of the temperature gradient a low

statistical error is essential. How the statistical error is af-

fected by the averaging can be seen in Eq. (5). Temperature

and other data products are then determined with the ana-

log and photon-counting signals separately and merged af-

terwards if needed. We found that the alternative approach

of first merging the analog and photon-counting signals and

then deriving the data products in a second step with the

merged signals (Newsom et al., 2009) results in unstable tem-

perature calibration functions because the merging procedure

produces small erroneous fluctuations which influence the

temperature measurements critically. To determine the sta-

tistical uncertainties of the data, the analog data are scaled to

the photon-counting signals in order to attribute virtual count

rates to the analog data (Whiteman et al., 2006). It turned out

that this scaling results in accurate shot noise error estimates

also for the analog data. In Behrendt et al. (2014) it is shown

that the total statistical error depends mainly on the noise er-

ror. It is therefore possible to obtain a good error estimation

by calculating the shot noise error through Poisson statistics.

From the combination of the two temperature-dependent

signals, a temperature-independent molecular reference sig-

nal can also be obtained. The weighted sum of the signals

with a weighting factor that depends on the system charac-

teristics (Behrendt et al., 2002) can be used as a reference

signal for the calculation of the water vapor MR, particle

backscatter coefficient β, and extinction coefficient α (see

also Fig. 4); no further vibrational nitrogen Raman signal like

that used in other Raman lidar systems is needed. It should

also be noted that the statistical uncertainty of the rotational

Raman reference signals is lower than the uncertainty of the

weaker nitrogen vibrational Raman signal.

The measured temperature profiles can be used to further

derive, e.g., profiles of potential temperature θ , temperature

gradients, variance, or other higher-order moments of turbu-

lent temperature fluctuations (Behrendt et al., 2014). If pro-

files of vertical windw are available with high temporal reso-

lution, e.g., from a Doppler lidar, the sensible heat flux can be

calculated. Also other products – like buoyancy (Corsmeier

et al., 2011), CAPE (Convective Available Potential Energy),

and CIN (Convective Inhibition) (Behrendt et al., 2011) – are

possible.

Atmos. Chem. Phys., 15, 2867–2881, 2015 www.atmos-chem-phys.net/15/2867/2015/
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Figure 5. Statistical temperature uncertainty 1T for different cen-

tral wavelengths (CWL) of the RR filters. (a), (c), (e), and (g)

are without background (S = 0); (b), (d), (f), and (h) are with

background (S = 1). H denotes the configuration selected for high-

background measurements, L the configuration for low-background

measurements. The uncertainty values were normalized to the

smallest value of each plot. The laser wavelength is 354.83 nm.

2.3 Determination of optimum configurations for low

and high background

A switch for the central wavelength of the interference filter

of the second rotational Raman channel was introduced dur-

ing the HOPE campaign. By selecting lines for the second

(high J ) rotational Raman backscatter channel with larger

spectral distance to the excitation wavelength, one can en-

hance the temperature sensitivity of the system. But while

these lines are more temperature sensitive, they are also

weaker in intensity. Consequently, there is a tradeoff be-

tween temperature dependence and signal intensity, which

results in optimum settings which depend on the signal back-

ground relative to the Raman signal intensities (Radlach,

2009). In the following, refined simulation results on this

problem of lowest-possible statistical uncertainty of the tem-

perature measurements depending on the background are

presented. While the passband of the second rotational Ra-

man channel is changed, the passband of the first rotational

Raman channel (low J ) stays constant. The RR1 channel is

already so close to the laser wavelength that further change to

weaker signals would decrease the blocking of the elastically

backscattered light in the signal to critical values.

Refined simulations to what had already been described

by Radlach et al. (2008) were performed for the present laser

wavelength, with the goal of finding an optimum setting for

the central wavelength of the second rotational Raman chan-

nel for high and low background. In the following the cen-

tral wavelength of the first rotational Raman signal detection

channel is called CWL1 and the second CWL2. From Eq. (4),

the 1σ statistical uncertainty of temperature measurements

can be calculated for two close temperatures T1 and T2 with

1T =
∂T

∂Q
1Q≈

(T1− T2)

(Q1−Q2)
Q

√
PRR1+PB1

P 2
RR1

+
PRR2+PB2

P 2
RR2

. (10)

A simulation of the spectrum at two temperatures T1 and T2

5 K apart combined with the filter transmission curves gives

the ratio Q of the two channels. Scaling parameters of the

background are the ratio of the background per 0.1 nm filter

bandwidth and the intensity Pmax
J of the strongest line of the

rotational Raman spectrum (Radlach, 2009). This gives as a

background

PB = S
1λFWHM

0.1nm
Pmax
J . (11)

For the scaling factor S we chose 1 in the high-background

case and 0 in the low-background case. As the intensity of

the Raman signal depends on height but the background is

constant for all height bins of a profile, the scaling factor S

changes for the different heights of a measured profile and, of

course, with the solar background and thus latitude, time of

the day, and season as well as the laser power and receiver ef-

ficiency of the lidar system. During daytime, S will be nearly

0 at low altitudes for a well-designed high-power lidar with

high signal to background ratio, but S will increase quickly

with altitude as the signal intensity decreases. With optimiza-

tions to S = 0 and S = 1, one is even prepared for high-

background conditions, e.g., near cumulus clouds at noon. It

was found that larger values for S do not change the optimum

central wavelengths significantly compared to S = 1. But as

detailed in the following, the differences between S = 0 and

S = 1 are significant, which is the motivation for the new

switch.

In Fig. 5 the results of the simulations are presented for

both high and low background for temperature regimes of

180, 240, 270, and 300 K. The simulation was performed as-

suming a beam divergence of 0.45◦ on the interference filters

in the receiver, which modifies the filter transmission curves

accordingly. The beam divergence was chosen in agreement
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Table 3. Relative statistical temperature error for the high- and low-background setting of the center wavelength CWL2 of the interference

filter of the second (high J ) rotational Raman channel (H and L, respectively). S is the scaling factor for the background level (see text

for details). While S = 0 stands for no background, S = 1 characterizes high-background conditions. The resulting relative errors for the

selected configurations are bold. With the optimized settings for CWL2 the statistical errors do not exceed 20 % higher values than the

absolute optimum for atmospheric temperatures between 240 and 300 K.

S = 0 S = 1

CWL2 180 K 240 K 270 K 300 K 180 K 240 K 270 K 300 K

353.30 (H) 1.25 1.27 1.31 1.37 1.52 1.17 1.13 1.14

353.05 (L) 1.36 1.13 1.10 1.10 3.46 1.70 1.39 1.21

Figure 6. Overview of all cases shown in Fig. 5. The outer and inner

borders of the rings mark 1.20 and 1.17 relative uncertainty, respec-

tively. The selected configurations for high- and low-background

conditions (marked with + and *, respectively) show lower relative

uncertainties than 1.2 for all temperatures between 240 and 300 K

(see also Table 3). The gray line marks the laser wavelength.

with the divergence in the polychromator in the current setup.

For divergence values between 0.1 and 1.0◦, the optimum

wavelengths and iso-lines shift by 0.01 and 0.02 nm, re-

spectively. The relative uncertainty 1T is normalized to the

smallest value in each case. The values of 1T are of course

lower during night- than during daytime, but this simulation

is made to find an optimum setting within each regime and

then compare the optimum settings. The central wavelengths

of the first filter are limited to 354.2 nm and smaller to ensure

that the elastic signal is blocked sufficiently for this channel.

The central wavelengths were 354.15 nm for CWL1 and

353.30 nm for CWL2 for high-background conditions for the

measurements discussed here. With low background at night,

this setting is not optimum, and therefore the pair of cen-

tral wavelengths of 354.15 and 353.05 nm was used for low-

background conditions. We use the corresponding angles of

incidence mentioned in Table 1. In Fig. 6, an overview of all

these temperature regimes is given. One can see that the mea-

surements with our settings are not more than 20 % higher

than the minimum uncertainty for all temperatures between

240 and 300 K. But this is only achieved by the two settings

for CWL2.

To be able to use the advantages of both wavelengths, it

is crucial to be able to toggle between the two settings in

a short time period in order to avoid measurement gaps. Fur-

thermore, the setting should be reproducible to avoid changes

in calibration or overlap. This is realized by a filter holder

which can be fixed by a pivot tooth at two positions. It was

built in our workshop and tested on the campaign. Results

are shown in Sect. 3.1.

3 Measurement examples

3.1 RR2 switch

To test the performance of the switch, a 24 h measurement

was made including changes between the H and L setting.

The switching time coincided with a radiosonde launch dur-

ing nighttime. In general, “low-background” conditions are

defined here as the time where the background is small com-

pared to the rotational Raman signals in the altitude range

of interest, i.e., between about half an hour after sunset and

half an hour before sunrise. This was the case during the

consecutive observation periods with a radiosonde launch

at 20:00 UTC and early in the morning. All in all, there

were three cases for the evaluation of the performance of the

switch.

On average it took about 5 min to interrupt the data ac-

quisition in a controlled way, change filter position, readjust

the stray-light cover, and restart the data acquisition. When

changing from high- to low-background setting, the signal

intensity in the second Raman channel decreases, which re-

sults in a lower ratio Q (Fig. 7). But, as already discussed

above, the relative sensitivity to temperature increases. The

enhanced sensitivity is seen in Fig. 8, where the ratio between

the two channels is normalized to the value at an arbitrary al-

titude (here the altitude was chosen in which the temperature

profile of the radiosonde was 273 K, which was 2.6 km). In

this visualization the different slope can be seen, which is

larger for L than for H.

Finally, the Q vs. T curves from simulation and experi-

ment (Fig. 9) are compared. For the experimental data, Q
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Figure 7. Measured ratio Q of the rotational Raman signals with

the high- and low-background setting, H and L , respectively, at

night. The data for the setting H were collected between 19:38 and

19:58 UTC on 18 May 2013, and data for the setting L just after-

wards between 20:05 and 20:25 UTC. The intensity of the RR2 sig-

nal decreased by switching to L, hence the smaller ratio Q. The

rotational signals were smoothed with a gliding average of 105 m

height before the ratio was calculated.

Figure 8. Same as Fig. 7 but normalized to 1 at a height of 2.6 km

to illustrate the higher relative sensitivity of the low-background

setting. Error bars show the statistical uncertainties.

values were assigned to T values of the radiosonde at the

same height. The simulation calculates the resulting Q for

temperatures from 240 to 300 K in 1 K steps for the ac-

tual filter curves including the central wavelengths. For the

low-background setting, simulation and experiment agree

very closely within the statistical error bars; for the high-

background, a deviation of < 1.5 K is found for Q values

between 1.0 and 1.05. A comparison with Fig. 8 shows

that this is the altitude region where an inversion layer was

found. An inversion layer can lead to differences between

Figure 9. Same as Fig. 8 but against radiosonde temperature at the

same height. In addition to the measurements, simulation data for

the two settings are shown. In red and black are the measured val-

ues for Q with the statistical error, and in blue and violet the corre-

sponding simulation.

radiosonde and lidar measurement due to averaging of the

lidar data and sampling of a different air mass. The exper-

imentally determined Q is linked to the temperature values

of the radiosounding; a deviation of 1 to 2 K therefore can

be attributed to the inversion. As there are for all other tem-

peratures only deviations within the 1σ statistical uncertain-

ties, we conclude that the agreement between experiment and

simulation is good.

The statistical errors for different background values with

the two settings were calculated. Nighttime measurements

were used and, for the high-background case, background

added according to a scaling factor of S = 1 at 1 km. In com-

parison with actually measured background values at noon

with or without cloud coverage, the used background values

are higher because the Raman signals of the UHOH RRL are

quite strong. Thus, the comparison shows the performance

in circumstances which can be considered a worst-case sce-

nario.

Figure 10 shows the statistical errors with low background

(measurement from 20:00 UTC, 20 min average) and both

settings. Even during nighttime, there is a background of

around 1 photon per bin for the integrated average over 500

laser pulses. Therefore S is not strictly equal to 0, but, in this

case, S was less than 0.1 up to 2.1 km for the L setting and

up to 3.2 km for the H setting. S = 1 was reached at 4.3 and

6.6 km. As expected, the setting L shows smaller errors for

low altitudes and is favorable up to 7 km. The simulated error

for high background is shown in Fig. 11. The absolute error

values are in this case higher than in the case of low back-

ground. Below 1 km, S is less than 1, which results in a bet-

ter performance of the low-background setting than the high-

background setting. Above 1 km, S is larger than 1 and the
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Figure 10. Comparison of the statistical error of the tempera-

ture measurements with both settings, 1THBS and 1TLBS, at low-

background conditions. The profiles were derived from data col-

lected over about 20 min (55 000 laser shots) and with 105 m glid-

ing average. Above 7 km altitude, the high-background configura-

tion shows smaller errors due to the lower atmospheric temperatures

at these heights and also the decrease in signal-to-noise ratio.

Figure 11. Same as Fig. 10 but for high-background conditions

(S = 1 in 1 km altitude). The high-background setting is superior

for measurements above 1 km altitude.

statistical errors are smaller with the high-background con-

figuration.

To show the advantage of the new setting, the ratio be-

tween the error with high-background setting1THBS and the

error with low-background setting 1TLBS was calculated for

the different background conditions. The result is shown in

Fig. 12. Using setting L is favorable during nighttime up to

a height of 7 km, as already seen in Fig. 10. 1T is reduced

by 70 % for altitudes between 1 and 2 km. Above this altitude

Figure 12. Ratio of high-background-setting uncertainties 1THBS

to low-background-setting uncertainties 1TLBS. A ratio above 1

shows better performance for the low-background setting compared

to the high-background setting. In cases with no background, this

advantage is clearly significant at lower altitudes but decreases with

height. On the other hand, the high-background setting is superior

already above 1 km in high-background conditions. But it should be

noted that the altitude where the high-background setting becomes

preferable depends on the signal-to-background ratio.

the advantage of L over H decreases. For high altitudes, H is

still better than L even at night (see Fig. 6 for low temper-

atures < 240 K). This behavior is explained by the fact that

the background factor S will be ≥ 1 at such altitudes. During

daytime the signal intensity is high, such that S< 1 in low al-

titudes. Here both settings show similar statistical errors with

advantages of up to 20 % (at 0.5 km) of the low-background

configuration. With S = 1 at 1 km, the setting H is advanta-

geous above this altitude.

Because the background factor S assumed in the simula-

tions is higher than in reality for the strong signals which are

obtained with the UHOH RRL during cloud-free conditions,

the altitude where the high-background setting shows an ad-

vantage lies above 1 km unless clouds cause higher back-

ground by scattering sunlight. By applying the setting H dur-

ing daytime, a good to optimum measurement performance

can be guaranteed even under these very high background

conditions. It is interesting to note that also smaller laser

power would result in higher values of S for all background

levels. Thus this optimization approach can be used to adapt

the optimum receiver passbands to the system parameters of

other lidars.

3.2 Temperature gradient and humidity

Figure 13 shows the water vapor MR and the temperature

gradient during a 25 h measurement period between 18 May

2013 at 15:00 UTC and 19 May 2013 at 16:00 UTC. The li-
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Figure 13. Time series of the water vapor mixing ratio (upper

panel) and temperature gradient (lower panel) measured between

15:00 UTC on 18 May 2013 and 16:00 UTC on 19 May 2013. The

white lines in the lower panel mark the height range of the data in

the upper panel.

dar was pointing vertically during this time period. The set-

ting of IF3 was changed at 20:00 UTC and at 05:00 UTC

the next morning. MR data are shown with 1 min averag-

ing. A 78 m gliding height average was applied to the data.

The boundary layer top can be seen due to the gradient be-

tween the moist boundary layer and the lower values of MR

in the free troposphere. The time series starts at 15:00 UTC,

and the boundary layer is still convective at this time. The

top of the boundary layer can be found around 1.6 km at

17:00 UTC. With sunset at 19:22 UTC there is a transition to

a stable nocturnal boundary layer. Also a residual layer with

a mixing ratio of 3 gkg−1 can be observed above the bound-

ary layer with around 6 gkg−1 up to 1 km. Due to the lower

solar background and the corresponding better measurement

range a moist layer between 2 and 3 km can be observed at

night. Sunrise is at 03:39 UTC, which can be seen by the in-

crease of noise around this time. From 10:00 UTC on, the

convective boundary layer starts to increase in altitude and

shows higher values of mixing ratio (around 8 gkg−1) than

the day before. The height of the boundary layer top does not

change significantly from 1.5 km after 14:00 UTC.

For the altitude region marked with the white box, the

temperature gradient is shown in the lower panel. The res-

olution of temperature gradient data is 30 min and 105 m.

These values have been chosen to monitor the mean bound-

ary layer height continuously. A high positive gradient in-

dicates a temperature inversion. Here one can see a positive

gradient at 1.5 km with a value around 1.2 K (100 m)−1 be-

Figure 14. Detail from Fig. 13 of the time period from 17:30 to

18:30 UTC on 18 May. Upper left panel: water vapor mixing ratio

with 1 min resolution; lower left panel: temperature gradient with

5 min; and upper left panel: 10 s profiles and 50 s gliding time av-

erage. Lower right panel: statistical error of temperature gradient

measurements.

tween 17:30 and 19:00 UTC, which is remarkable to see in

the late afternoon just before sunset. We would have not ex-

pected to find such high values in this altitude so late in the

day. After sunset the gradient became weaker and split to

the top of the nocturnal boundary layer and a residual layer

at 1.7 km which was already observed with the water vapor

mixing ratio time series. The residual layer stayed at this

altitude during the whole measurement period. From 03:00

till 07:00 UTC another inversion can be seen between 1 and

1.3 km. A strong inversion was present on top of the grow-

ing convective boundary layer 10:00 till 15:00 UTC. This

demonstrates that with the rotational Raman lidar temper-

ature gradient layers can be identified and observed during

longer time periods.

Figure 14 shows the time period from 17:30 to 18:30 UTC

in more detail. The water vapor mixing ratio in the upper

left panel has the same resolution as in Fig. 13. The tem-

perature gradient is shown with two different temporal reso-

lutions: 50 s gliding average over 10 s profiles on the upper

right panel, 5 min on the lower left panel. The statistical un-

certainty of the temperature gradient can be seen in the lower

right panel. While the statistical error of the 5 min average is

1.1 K (100 m)−1 at 1.5 km altitude, the 50 s average shows an

error of 4 K (100 m)−1. Therefore it can be used to determine

qualitatively the altitude of the highest gradient, but not to

identify absolute values. The altitude of the positive gradient

and the top of the moist layer agree well for the shown time

period even with this high temporal resolution.

The profiles of temperature, potential temperature, temper-

ature gradient, and water vapor mixing ratio and their corre-

sponding statistical uncertainties measured on 19 May 2013

between 13:00 and 13:30 UTC are shown in Fig. 15. This

time period near local noon was chosen because the highest
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Figure 15. Measurements of the UHOH RRL between 13:00 and

13:30 UTC on 19 May 2013 with data of a local radiosonde

launched at 13:00 UTC (dashed) for comparison. (a) Temperature,

(b) statistical temperature error, (c) potential temperature (d), tem-

perature gradient (e), water vapor mixing ratio, and (f) absolute and

relative error of water vapor mixing ratio. Values of absolute error

in the height range where the mixing ratio shows negative values are

omitted. Error bars show the statistical errors of the lidar data. Alti-

tudes below 500 m are affected by non-total overlap and are there-

fore not shown.

background values during the 25 h measurement period were

found here; these examples thus illustrate the lower limit of

the measurement performance, with all other periods having

smaller statistical uncertainties. For the temperature profiles

an average of 167 raw data profiles was used, and a glid-

ing height average of 105 m was applied. A pressure profile

measured by the radiosonde started at 13:00 UTC was used

to calculate potential temperature. In the profiles of tempera-

ture, potential temperature, and temperature gradient one can

see the characteristics of a well-mixed boundary layer up to

about 1100 m. In the interfacial layer above, differences be-

tween the measurements of both instruments can be iden-

tified. As the lidar measurement is an average over half an

hour and the radiosonde profile is just a snapshot, this is rea-

sonable. For the water vapor profile measured with the lidar

(Fig. 15e) a 154 m gliding average was applied. The moist

boundary layer, a very dry layer just above, and a second

moist layer above 2 km were found. In the dry layer, the un-

certainty of the water vapor Raman lidar measurement gets

larger in the absence of moisture due to the small water va-

Figure 16. Results of low-elevation measurements: temperature

measured with the UHOH RRL and a radiosonde (RS) against

height a.g.l. The lidar data were collected from 02:40 to 02:57 UTC

on 28 May 2013. The radiosonde measurement was started at

03:00 UTC. The altitude for the lidar profile is calculated from the

range and corrected for topography. Lidar data at altitudes below

50 m are affected by overlap effects.

por Raman backscatter signal. In Fig. 15f the absolute and

relative errors of the water vapor mixing ratio are shown. Of

course, negative values of the water vapor mixing ratio are

physically not possible. But in this case, they appear as mea-

sured values as a consequence of the small signal-to-noise

ratio due to the small amount of water vapor at this height re-

sulting in a signal which was hardly statistically distinguish-

able from the daylight background. Note that the 1σ statis-

tical range indicates a probability of 68 % that the real value

in found within. We do not want to shift these values to 0

because, in doing so, the mean of the data would be biased.

The profiles are shown with noise error bars derived by

Eq. (4). A detailed error analysis including errors derived by

turbulence analysis is discussed by Behrendt et al. (2014).

3.3 Low-elevation pointing

In vertical pointing mode low heights cannot be observed due

to overlap effects. These effects can be corrected down to

a certain altitude, but a minimum altitude of 300 m in the

case of water vapor mixing ratio or temperature can unfor-

tunately not be overcome with our single-telescope design.

One solution for this problem is to perform measurements

with small elevation angles. During the measurement shown

in Fig. 16, the elevation angle was set to 10◦. During HOPE,

the measurement site was elevated above its surroundings by

10 to 15 m. This has been taken into account when transfer-

ring range to height above ground. The measurement geom-

etry is illustrated in Fig. 17.

In Fig. 16 a comparison between the acquired lidar pro-

file from 02:40 to 02:58 UTC and the radiosonde started at

03:00 UTC is shown. Raw data were treated like vertical ac-
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Figure 17. Illustration of the measurement geometry of Fig. 16.

quired profiles and projected to the vertical for the compar-

ison. A positive gradient is present below 100 m in the lidar

profile, whereas in the radiosonde profile it is shifted by 50 m

to higher altitudes. The lidar profile is corrected for the alti-

tude of the surrounding terrain. Whereas the altitudes of the

inversion differ, the slope of the temperature profiles is iden-

tical. So we conclude that the observations indeed reveal dif-

ferences of the temperature inversion profile of the nocturnal

boundary layer.

4 Summary and outlook

In this paper the performance of the rotational Raman lidar

of the University of Hohenheim during the HOPE campaign

in April to May 2013 is presented.

To optimize the temperature measurements for both low

and high background, a switch for the alignment of the in-

terference filter for the second rotational Raman was im-

plemented. It is possible to switch between the configura-

tions in a short time period. The experimental data confirm

the optimization simulations. The measurements proved the

advantages of the new low-background configuration up to

7 km during night measurements, especially in altitudes be-

low 4 km. An improvement of the statistical error up to 70 %

can be found. Depending on the actual background level

present during a measurement, the low-background config-

uration is also favorable in altitudes below 1 km during day-

time. Due to the high signal intensities of the UHOH RRL,

values of S less than 1 can be found in this altitude range.

For larger background levels the improvement of the statisti-

cal error for using the H setting is up to 20 %. The advantage

is not as large when changing from H to L, but one should

keep in mind that a reduction of the statistical uncertainty by

20 % is equivalent to, e.g., an increase in laser power of 44 %.

The simulation was performed with the system parameters

of the UHOH RRL. Therefore some points have to be taken

into account when the results shown here are to be trans-

ferred to other systems. To get the exact values for another

system, the simulation has to be repeated with the specific

system parameters. However, the shifts from the excitation

wavelength will be similar for other RRL systems operated

in the UV. Additionally, the desired wavelength pairs depend

on the temperature range being measured with the highest

precision, including the background level in relation to the

signal intensity. Bearing all these factors in mind, one can

estimate suitable wavelength pairs from Fig. 6.

Furthermore, the UHOH RRL was equipped with an addi-

tional channel to detect the vibrational Raman lines of wa-

ter vapor and now delivers, as a product, the atmospheric

water vapor mixing ratio of the atmospheric boundary layer

and lower free troposphere during day- and nighttime. As a

molecular reference signal, a temperature-independent com-

bination of the two rotational Raman signals is used – not

a vibrational Raman signal of nitrogen as commonly used.

The statistical error depends on humidity. During daytime

the lower 2 km of the atmosphere can be observed with a time

and height averaging of 20 min and 154 m gliding average to

achieve an absolute noise error less than 0.5 gkg−1, which

fulfills the requirements for boundary layer studies (Stull,

1988). Time series of water vapor mixing ratio and tempera-

ture gradient over a 25 h period were shown, and the diurnal

changes in the boundary layer can be observed. Results from

a low level measurement with capture of a strong inversion at

100 m show the capability to measure in a low-altitude range

above ground with the beam steering unit.
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